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What year were you born?

0% 5% 10% 15%

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

2001 

Other, please specify: 



What gender do you identify as?

Female
59%

Male
41%



What semester are you in?

0% 10% 20% 30%

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Other, please specify: 



Are you an exchange student, international student or

Swedish student?

Swedish student
89%

International student
10%

Exchange student
1%



What do you study?

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Ekonomprogrammet 

Logistikprogrammet 

Juristprogrammet 

Samhällsvetenskapliga Miljövetarprogrammet 

Samhällsanalysprogrammet 

Independent courses at Department of Business Administration 

Independent courses at Department of Economy and Society 

Independent courses at Department of Economics and Statistics 

Independent courses at Department of Law 

Accounting and Financial Management Master 

Economics Master 

Finance Master 

Innovation and Industrial Management Master 

Knowledge-Based Entrepreneurship Master 

Logististics and Transport Management Master 

Management Master 

Marketing and Consumption Master 

International Business and Trade Master 

Avancerad Externredovisning med Juridik 

Matix 



Why did you choose to study at the School of

Business, Economics and Law? Maximum of 3

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Location (Gothenburg) 

Student life 

Close to hometown 

University with good reputation 

Interesting education 

Recommended by someone 

The university's connection to business 

Did not get accepted to my other choices 

Quality of education 

Other, please specify: 



What is the probability that you would recommend

your programme or course to a close friend? 

1 = Not likely, 5 = Very likely

4
40%

5
35%

3
18%

2
5%

1
2%



How challenging do you experience that your

education has been so far? 

1 = Not challenging at all, 6 = Very challenging

4
40%

5
35%

3
18%

2
5%

1
2%



To what extend do you (normally) attend lectures? 

1 = Never, 6 = Always

6
47.1%

5
30.4%

4
11.8%

2
4.9% 3

4.9%



Why do you choose NOT to attend lectures? 

Maximum of 3

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

I always attend lectures 

The teacher reads too much from the powerpoint 

The teacher doesn't stay on topic 

Repetition from literature 

The literature covers what I need to know 

I spend the time working 

I spend the time on other studies 

The lecture is too early in the morning 

The lecture is too late in the afternoon 

Other, please specify: 



Why do you choose to attend lectures?

“To create a picture of what the teacher thinks is important.” 

“Because it gives me an overview on the subject and how everything is connected.”

“Good opportunity to ask questions.” 

“Because it gives a better overview to have an expert on the subject explain.”

“Because that's why I'm studying.”

“To get explanations about the literature.”

“Great routine, time efficient way to learn, good for fellowship.”

Quotes from the survey:



How many hours do you study on average per

weekday, including lectures?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

0 - 2 

3 - 4 

5 - 6 

7 - 8 

9 - 10 

More 



To what extent do you study on weekends?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Most of the time. I feel like I have to study during the weekends 

Most of the time. I prefer to study during the weekends 

Sometimes. I feel like i have to study during the weekends 

Sometimes. I prefer to study during the weekends 

I only study on weekends before exams 

I never study on weekends 



How challenging do you experience that your

education has been so far?

1 = Not challenging at all, 6 = Very challenging

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 



0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Reading course literature 

Skim through course literature or use it to search for specific things 

Reading summaries from other students 

Write summaries 

Reading lecture material (PowerPoints, notes, etc.) 

Doing old exams 

Doing assignments (if provided) 

Discuss the course with other students 

Go to lectures 

I watch (relevant) videos 

Other, please specify: 

How do you prefer to prepare for an examination?



After a finished course, how often do you fill out the

course evaluation? 1 = Never, 6 = Always

6
33%

5
25%

4
14%

2
13%

3
10%

1
5%



Why don't you fill out the course evaluation?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

I alway fill out the course evaluation 

Takes too much time 

Not relevant questions 

It doesn't benefit me 

It's published too long after the course is finished 

It's not mandatory 

Other, please specify: 



What would make you more likely to fill out the

course evaluation? Maximum of 3

0% 25% 50% 75%

Receiving feedback regarding the changes 

Filling it out in class 

More reminders 

Mandatory 

Improved survey structure/questions 

Easier access to the survey 

Other, please specify: 



0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

So far, to what extent do you feel prepared for...

1 = Not at all, 6 = Highly prepared

Further studies?

A professional career?



How would you rate the pedagogical skills of an

average teacher at Handels? 1 = Low, 6 = High

4
45.5%

5
22.6%

3
19.9%

2
6.5%

6
3.4%



Think of the best teacher you have had during your

time at Handels, what made that teacher good?

"Really good examples and and very pedagogical"

"An understanding of what level the education should be held at. An experienced teacher knows which
parts need further explanation and which can almost be skipped over"

“He was precise, talked outside of the PowerPoints and explained everything in an interesting way so
that everyone still had focus rather than in a boring way that makes us lose focus.”

“He […] made studying fun. He highlighted what was the most imported things, hinted on what we
needed to know in order to pass the exam, gave us new study questions after each lecture etc etc. He
used tough love by demanding much from us at the same time that he helped us achive the goals. Also,
if doing ”slarvfel” he only looked at the method and that we knew how to calculate something and gave
us full points anyway and not giving us minus for writing 1+3 is 2 for example.”

Quotes from the survey:



Think of the best course you have had during your

time at Handels, what made that course good?

Maximum of 3

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Interesting subject 
Good teacher 

Good literature 
Good pace 

Good, traditionally structured lectures 
Good, interactive workshops/seminars 

Group projects 
High practical value 

Examination form 
Continuous feedback 
Other, please specify: 



In what area of your education do you see most

potential for improvement? Maximum of 3

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Course structure 

Forms of assignment/examination 

Course Litterature 

Communication between teachers and students 

Number of lectures 

Content of lectures 

Number of seminars 

Content of seminars 

Better and more thorough course instructions 

The teachers 

Other, please specify: 



What potential improvement would you suggest within

these areas?

“Better communication both between teachers and between teachers and students. It is quite frustrating as a student to be
unsure about what to do, when you’re expected to adjust your schedule in order to be able to attend live lectures etc. Also:
Narrowing down the subject areas. They are, in nature, very broad and I don’t believe it’s necessary to go through every single
thing – especially when the time frame is quite unforgiving (as it typically is in courses with many teachers and subjects).”

“That the teachers actually answer mail and communicate. I've had times where I've messaged a teacher through canvas intra
system. And it went good but they after a few weeks the teacher said "you should know that I dont answer messages in canvas,
mail me instead." Which was very unclear.”

“1. Clearer and more frequent communication with students.
2. It is also important that teachers link their content in teaching to the course objectives and learning objectives.
3. Reading instructions and study recommendations facilitate the planning of study time.”

“Hard to say. But every course I've had so far has been different from the previous. There's little continuity between them.
Everyone learns differently, so it's also difficult to accomodate everyone's preferred structure. At the same time, the structure of
the course is obviously important. As far as the forms of assignments/exminations: studying law, I personally feel like exams don't
accurately represent what working as a legal expert would be like. It's, as an example, a bit funny to have your entire grade ride on
an end-of-course exam done under time pressure (I don't think any legal expert or lawyer works this way). At the same time as
nothing else done during the course has any weight.”

Quotes from the survey:



Examinations: How well do you feel the following forms

of examinations test your knowledge within the

subject? 1 = Not at all, 6 = Very well

0 2 4 6

Group project 

Individual essay 

Home exam 

Presentations 

Several smaller written in-hall exams 

One big in-hall exam. 

Open-book-exams (able to use book during examination) 

Seminars 

Portfolio 



To what extent is the following digital tools used in

your courses? 1 = Never, 6 = Always.

0 1 2 3 4 5

Online lectures made by the teacher 

Online lectures made by someone else 

Online forums for discussion 

In class surveys 

Online seminars 

Short explanatory movie clips 

E-books 

Digital tools for questions during lectures 

Learning tools online 

Articles online 



To what extent is this tool helpful in your education?

1 = Not at all, 6 = Very helpful

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Very good 

Good 

Okey 

Bad 

Very bad 



How do you assess that your general state of health

(feeling healthy, being without pain and health-

related problems etc.) has been so far during your

studies? 1 = Very bad, 6 = Very well

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 



Do you often feel stressed in general?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Yes, every day 

Yes, several days per week 

Some days per month 

A few times per year 

No, never 



Do you often feel stressed because of your studies?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Yes, every day 

Yes, several days per week 

Some days per month 

A few times per year 

No, never 



Did you experience stress previous to your studies?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Yes, every day 

Yes, several days per week 

Some days per month 

A few times per year 

No, never 



0% 20% 40% 60%

I think the knowledge goals and requirements are to high 

I feel like I will not succeed in my career unless I get good grades 

Teachers / administrators / amanuens / study guides are not available / helpful when I wonder things about my education 

I don't really feel motivated to study what I'm supposed to 

I am nervous / anxious about writing 

I don't know how to study to get the results I want (problems with study techniques) 

I have experienced discrimination at the university 

If you experience stress as a result of your studies,

what do you think it is due to? Check all options that

apply.



Do you think that your study situation has made you

feel mentally ill?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Yes, to a very high degree 

Yes, to a high degree 

To a fairly low degree 

To a very low degree 

No, not at all 



Did you ever feel mentally ill previous to your studies?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Yes, to a very high degree 

Yes, to a high degree 

To a fairly low degree 

To a very low degree 

No, not at all 



Is there anything you want to add concerning this?

"Mostly it's been distance studies affecting mental health".

"I believe that it is mostly on myself and my pressure on my performance. However the grading systems and pressure on
good grades adds to the stress"

"The school does a very poor job at making their courses accessible to disabled students. Ever since I started it has been a
constant struggle to get the accommodations I need. Even something as simple as making sure I get obligatory reading
instructions earlier than 1 day in advance has been difficult for me to push through. Some courses I've spent so much time
sending emails to teachers and samordnare at the university trying to get accommodations that I've fallen behind on my
studies because of this. I am constantly stressed and worried that I'm going to fail or burn out because I never feel secure in
knowing that my needs will be accommodated."

"The one-month time period of a lecture and the examination of it combined with assignments are in a very short period and
the requirements that a teacher has toward students makes me feel pressure."

"It is sometimes hard to know if the stress is "due to studies" or something else!"

"It is a massive problem with the enormous competition about getting - not only good grades - but achieving the highest
grades in all law courses."

Quotes from the survey:



No
54%

Yes
46%

Are you aware of our student health service

"Feelgood" where you can get help and support if

you have health issues due to you studies?



What is your overall opinion about the distance

education so far?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Very good 

Good 

Neither 

Bad 

Very bad 



How do you think the quality of the lectures is?

0% 20% 40% 60%

Very good 

Good 

Neither 

Bad 

Very bad 



If you have had practice sessions (övningstillfällen),

how has the quality of these been?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Very good 

Good 

Neither 

Bad 

Very bad 



If you have had seminars, how has the quality of

these been?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Very good 

Good 

Neither 

Bad 

Very bad 



What do you think about the quality of the examining

moments?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Very good 

Good 

Neither 

Bad 

Very bad 



If you have experienced any problems with distance

education, what have these been about?

0% 10% 20% 30%

I haven't experienced any problems 

Digital tools and plattforms 

Changes in course structure 

Lectures 

Excercises or/and seminars 

Getting in touch with the teachers 

Examinations 

The library and its service 

Other, please specify 



Do you have any other feedback that you want to

share?

“Make course evaluations public. Or create a website where we can share our opinions about a course we have taken which would
make it easier for students to choose the "best" course for them (in terms of electives and even when applying for a programme)”

“Thank you for providing good and interesting education”

“Open more space to sit and study in school so it is easy to keep distance”

“students should not be punished in exams for Corona... shorter time and harder questions in most exams so far”

“I am writing my bachelor thesis in economics and feel very unprepared for this type of assignment. During my three years on
Handels I have never done anything like it and felt very lost in the beginning.”

“I think that we should embrace the online platform after corona too, since you now can attend even if you are feeling ill, having
cramps, taking care of your children, having a pet etcetc. or if you have a doctor appoitment you don't have to go back and
forwards and you save so much time that you can spend on studying when you don't have to come in to campus everyday for a 1-3
h lecture.”

“I would add more electives to the MSc Finance program to make it more comparable to other Finance programs, e.g., SSE, CBS
etc.”

Quotes from the survey:
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